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Presentation Notes
what iswhat could it bewhat iswhat could benew bliss - promise. A world where we have more food, more healthy nutritious food that is colorful and feeds your eyes and your body and gets you your micronutrients. And an industry that is not extractive. And you feel good! and it doesn't cost an arm and a leg. So let's create this future!i believemake them feel a certain way - by saying dont you feel this waymake them laughmake them clapmeal for my husband's birthday. what you dont see here is green beans - furry white fungusWhat is the idea: fruits and vegetables are important and postharvest management is the way to honor the gift they give us. It's a pathway out of poverty. It's important for women. It's important for hidden hunger. It is important for smallholders. It is important for Climate Change.It's important for the world's future.half your money just goes bad everyday.Use questions?Thankyou guyWho does this idea benefit?Thank you!



Tomatoes journey from Farm to Table
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By using improved seeds and 
production practices, 
postharvest best practices, 
crates, ZECCs and cold room I 
have nearly  reduced my losses 
to zero. My market center is a 
success and I’m on my way to 
opening a second market!

Serge Ganza
Africa Food Supply
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Strategies for success

FRAME POST-
HARVEST 

INTERVENTIO
NS WITHIN 

THE MARKET 
SYSTEM 

INVOLVE 
DIFFERENT 

TYPES OF IN-
COUNTRY 
PARTNERS

BUILD 
FARMER 

CAPACITY 
WITH ON 

FIELD HAND-
HOLDING 

CREATE 
PARTNERSHIP
S WITH EARLY 

ADOPTERS

CATALYZE 
ENTREPRENE

URSHIP 

DELIVER 
RESULTS 

THAT ARE 
VALUED



Reach me

rashmi.ekka@agribusinessassociates.com

This presentation is made possible by the generous support of the American people through the United 
States Agency for International Development (USAID). The contents are the responsibility of the 
Horticulture Innovation Lab and do not necessarily reflect the views of USAID or the United States 
Government.
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